Abstract. Determining an effective architecture for multi-layer feedfomard~bac!vropagation neuml networks can be a time-consuming effort. In general it requires human intervention in determining the number of layers, number of hidden cells. the leaming rule. and lhe learning parameten. Over the past few years several approaches to dynamically configure neural networks have been proposed. which remove most of the responsibility for chosing the correct network configuration from the user. As imponant as finding a viable network architecture for some given learning problem. is Le need to obtain a minimal con6gura.tioi The total time required to emulale or simulate neural networks is largely dependent on the number of connections present in a network. Therefore, it is essential to provide~pruning methods to reduce network complexity. In lhis paper two approaches m, network pruning will be investigated: single-and multi-pass prun~hg. Their effectiveness is emphasized by applying them to several real world problem domains and comparing them to a modihcation of Optimal Brain Damage. It will be shown that multi-pass pruning is nor only fast but also effective in reducing the network size when used in conjunction with Divide & Conquer learning, Finally, it is general enough to be applied to other dynamically network configuring learning approaches.
Introduction
In order to use a feedforward backpropagation neural network for learning some domain, several choices must be made. The training set, the network structure in terms ,of input cells, output cells and hidden cells, the transfer function for hidden and output cells, and the leaming rule utilized by the network must each be chosen.
The architecture of a network can have a strong impact on what can be leamed and how efficient learning will be [S, 61. It is a well known fact, that a two-layer network (input and output) cannot leam the simple exclusive-or function. Normally, the number of hidden cells is determined by making an educated guess, such as, that the number of hidden cells chosen is some fraction of the number of inputs [9] . I f the network does not converge, either the number of hidden cells is increased, or the learning parameters are adjusted (finetuned). Once convergence has occurred one can retro-actively attempt to reduce the number of hidden cells to improve o n~a networks generalization ability. This can be accomplished using pruning methods as described in [12, 15, 161. Divide & Conquer networks on the other hand alleviate. the user from making most of the above listed choices by dynamically creating a network architecture based upon the domain examples presented during training. Training is accomplished by modifying only the weights of the input links to one cell at any given time. Hence, backpropagation of error through hidden cells is never required simplifying the algorithm and its hardware requirements compared to conventional backpropagation algorithm. The created architecture can have hidden layers with multiple cells located on them, as well as multiple hidden layers. Each newly introduced cell has connections from all cells of previous layers. One output at a time is trained in cell sharing mode, otherwise outputs are trained in parallel. The first cell introduced on a hidden layer is trained on all of the training examples. If it correctly classifies them, the cell will serve as an output Succeeding cells on a layer will be trained on subsets of the original train set with some (or all) of the examples that are correctly recognized omitted from the training set. These subsets are determined by the divide phase of the algorithm.
The Divide & Conquer leaming algorithm @CN) consists of two major phases; the divide phase and the conquer phase. The divide and conquer phases are executed individually for each output of the problem space on which training takes place. The objective is to allow each cell in the network to act as a feature detector and correctly classify some of the examples in the training set Training is done on the connections to one cell at each Step. Hence, training is essentially on a many input, one output cell or unit at each stage. The intermediate cells introduced in the divide phase have input connections from all inputs, bias and any intermediate cells on preceding layers. The weights on these connections (links) will be trained, with all other connection weights in the existing network frozen. Examples in the current train set are presented and the weights on the input connections are trained using the chosen learning rule for error reduction. After a user set number of epochst or error reduction$ stops, training halts with some of the examples or none being correctly classified. Correctly classified examples are removed from the training set. If no examples ark correctly classified, one is randomly removed and training resumes on the reduced training set. This removal process continues until at least one example in the train set is correctly leamed The requirement that at least one example be learned by each introduced cell forces them to act as feature detectors for at least one example and hence have a positive connibution to the network. DCN attempts to economize on hidden layers to provide more parallelism for a potential hardware implementation. In [I81 it is show that the general algorithm is effective with different leaming rules, including the quickprop rule, the simple delta and perceptron rules. Several real world domains were studied to point out DCN's generalization capabilities and its ability to determine efficiently sized network structures.
Each recruited cell in the network (other than the original input cells) serves as a form of feature detector. Therefore, by introducing connections to new cells in the network a form of constructive induction (of features) [20] is taking place.
I .I. Related work
Other approaches to dynamically constructing networks are described in [2, 7, error has been reduced by some perCBntage amount (from the previous error) before pruning proceeds, after which the overall neiwork error is measured again, and either the network is further trained or not. In dynamic network construction algorithms, local methods have some clear benefits over ttieir global counterparts. First of all, pruning is only restricted to a single feature at any time, eliminating the effects of dependence between Cells (featiues) over multiple layers. Secon~ly, pruning (abstraction) is made at the earliest possible point in time-during training. This Bllows simpler features to be incorporated during the continued network constniction procesl. This in turn can have positive effects on the final network structure and training time. We next outline two approaches to local feature pkning.
Single-pars pruning
The first appiuach to local pruning is the single-pass approach.
A formal description of the algorithm is given in-figure 2. The essence of single-pass pruning is to identify for every pattem I k in the training set T&,, which is correctly identifia by the current feature 6: those connections that are essential for the patterns' correct rekognition (
Step 2). After all patterns have been presented, the connections of feature Fi which are not considered essential for recognizing any of the presented~ patterns, are then removed
The decision, which connections to consider importsnt for recognizing pattern I,, is made by associating a significance measure Si,j wi,th every connection Ci,j of feature. fi.
The significance measure is calculated by forming the product of a connections' weight and the corresponding input applied to that connection (Step 2.2.1). The motivation for the choice of the significance measure is given by the initial goal: to identify those connections that be essential for correctly recognizing pattern Ik. Now, by maintaining two lists of significance measures-sorted by decreising magiiitude into excitatory (L+) and inhibitory (L-) lists-we can readily determine which connections are essential (Steps 2.
2.2-2.2.4).
Aksume for the moment the case in which the output of panem I k is positive (Step 2.2.6). By maintaining a running sum (Sum) of the features' activation (initialized to zero in Step 2.2.9, it is possible to determine which connections are essential for the recognition of pattkm lk. We have to distinguish between two cases: First, the output of the running sum ( 6 ( S u m ) ) is below the firing threshold Gsnsle of feature F; (Step 2.2.6.1.2). This requires that the connection with the largest positive significance is considered an essential connection and its degree of significance is added to the running sum (Steps 2.2.6.1.2.1 and 2.2.6.1.2.2). Since the connection has been deemed essential it is removed from tlie list L+ (Step 2.2.6.1.2.3) and the status of the connection is appropriately updated (Step
22.6.1.2.4).
For the second case, we assume that the output of the running sum is equal to or above the firing threshold of feature F; (Step 2.2.6.1.1). Since the current output of the running sum corresponds to the desired output of pattem I,, the connection with the largest negative significance is considered from list L-, its significance is added to the running sum and it is itself removed from the list (Steps 2.2.6.1.1.1-2.2.6.1.1.3).
(Step 3).
The process of successively adding the significance values of connections back to the running sum is continued, until either of the two lists L+ or L-is empty (Step 2.2.6:l).
Consequently, if the output of the iunning sum is below the firing threshold of feature Fi additional Connections with positive significance values are added to the running sum from i+ ( Step 2.2.6.2). Analogously, the case for negative output of pattem Ik is handled in (Step 2.2.7). The roles of L ' and L-are simply reversed.
One final note: the just-descriW single-p8ss pruning algorithm (by its very natufe) guarantee that the pruned feature correctly recognizes aIl those. pattems 1, E Tmjn that the original feature recognizes. It is also conceivable that additional pattems are recognized, therefore the recognition rate of a piuned feaiure may actually improve. Finally, the approach is greedy since it tries to minimize the connections required by a given feature for one single training pattern at a time. The time complexity of this algorithm clearly lies in Step (22.4). which requires sortidg of two lists of features. Since, sorting caii be done in n * log(n) time and under worst case condition all pattems may have to be recognized by the current feature e, the worst case time complexity is:
where kl = IL+I and k2 = 1L-l.
Legend:
Fi : ith feature cell.
Ik
: kth training example. 2.22.. Multi-pass pruning Multi-pass pruning is similar to singlepass pruning, except that at every stage at which a connection is returned (deemed important), the decision which connection to select is made by presenting all training patterns over again. In single-pass pruning training patterns are presented only once after which the new feature is constructed. A high level algorithmic description is presented in figure 3 . At the heart of this algorithm is the desire to successively identify connections from the original feature Fi, which have the largest impact on recognizing training examples I, E TTrain. To accomplish this feat, a copy of the original weight vector is maintained in OriginalWi for feature Fi, along with a binary importance measure Z(C,,x) and an importance count zc(cj,k) of every connection ci.k. Initially, the importance measure is set to false for every connection, the weight vector of the current feature is saved and then zeroed out (Step 2, MULTIPASSPRUNING Clearly, the OBS and the OBD approach used in this study are topdown approaches to pruning, since lowsaliency connections are removed rather than important features retumed as in case of the multi-pass approach. Finally, it is important to point out that OBD aS well as the improved OBS method require the existence of first and second order derivatives of the transfer function. No such requirement is necessary for the single-and multi-pass method. Next, an outline of the modified OBD algorithm is presented.
Modified Optimal Brain Damage
In this subsection we present a modification to the original Optimal Brain Damage pruning algorithm proposed in [15]. In figure 4 we replicate the original high-level code.
(1) Choose reasonable network architecture. 
The modification to the OBD algorithm occurs in Step (2.3). 'In [U]
Le Cun gives no guide to how many connections should be removed (how much is some) and what constitutes a low-saliency connection. In order to apply the OBD algorithm as a local method towards feature pruning, it was deemed important to automate the determination of low-saliency connections and their removal. In order to exploit the highest possible degree of pruning by OBD, the decision to remove connections (Step 2.3) was modified such that only one connection (the one with the lowest saliency) was removed at any one time. As a result of this restriction, the actual run time would increase drastically, compared to the single-and multi-pass approaches. This is mainly due to the repeated calculation of the saliency parameter and possible re-training of the network. Figure 5 contains the modified OBD algorithm. Using the procedure PRUNE-OBD() a single connection is removed, after which the feature is tested on all training pattems in order to determine its Current Error.
If the Current Feoture Error is larger than the error committed prior to pruning, feature
Fi is re-trained for a fixed number of epochs?. Otherwise, a new connection is removed by PRUNE-OBD(). If after re-training the Current Feature Error is still larger than the Original Error, the removed connection is re-introduced and the pruning process aborted.
MODIFIED-OBD( ):
(1) While T R U E do (1.1) Vj,OriginalWi.j = W,. Assuming that the basic operation performed by the modified OBD and the multi-pass algorithm is the same, allows to compare its time complexity against the multi-pass method. Under worst case condition the procedure PRUNE-OBD( ) is called N times. The majority of work is spent in sorting the list of saliencies. We can conclude that Owo.t(N, K) = K * ( N + K * log(K)).
(5)
In order to compare OBD to multi-pass pruning we have to consider three cases:
(i) N >> K : Both algorithms have same complexity.
(ii) K > N : OBD has higher complexity.
(iii) K = N : Multi-pass has higher complexity.
Since the first case is more likely, we can conclude both approaches have equal time complexity under the assumption that the basic operation performed by the two algorithms is the same. Actually, the modified OBD algorithm requires that during every execution of
Step (1.3.1) feature Fi be re-trained. This in conjunction with the more complicated basic operation of calculating the first and second derivative of the feature's cell activation (use of exponential function) leads to a significant time increase over the multi-pass algorithm. For the experiments-presented in the next section-this resulted in a time increase of about a magnitude or more in total training time.
t Fixed at Zoo0 epochs. 
Empirical results
To provide an account of the effectiveness of local pruning methods several real world classificatory domains were investigated. The selected domains differ in their respective size, their mix of binary and nominal inputs, the number of output classes, and outputs being mutually-exclusive (CME). In table 1 a brief summary of some of the more important properties describing the domains is provided.
The domains include those for waifer fault diagnosis (Harris), for an LED display, for controlling a shuffle, diagnosing soybean diseases, determining voting habits, and classifying two tanks. In table 2 the results for using the perceptron rule in conjunction with threshold cells is shown for no-pruning, single-pass, and multi-pass pruningt. Note the absence of the modified OBD algorithm due to the fact that it requires the existence of the first and second order derivatives of the transfer function. Also note the fact, that the number of hidden units is not included, since pruning vs no-pruning had in almost all cases no affect on the number of hidden units created by the different methods. In case of the XOR and the Shuffle domain 100 trial runs were conducted. For all other domains this number was restricted to 10. Therefore, the numbers listed in the following tables represent average values. The first entry for the pruning algorithms represents the number of connections left after pruning, whereas the second relates the relative percentage of savings in connections, with respect to the number of connections obtained by the no-pruning approach. As we can glean from table 2, in most cases the multi-pass method outperforms the single-pass method. In those cases were the roles are reversed the amount of difference is insignificant (less than 7%). Changing the laming rule to the incremental delta rule has very little effect on the performance of the multi-pass approach (table 3) . For several domains (six to be exact) the number of connections generated by the no-prune method were identical to the ones created when using the perceptron rule. For the remaining domains the increase of connections is more or less offset by the increase in removed connections. Except for the Vote domain the results obtained using the perceptmn rule remained the same for the incremental delta rule.
In dimensionality, which is drastically reduced by the multi-pass method over the other two approaches. This is an important finding since these domains represent real world data used in typical machine lewing experiments, as opposed to results based on artificially generated toy problems. Another interesting observation that can be gleaned from table 4 is the absolute increase in connection savings for the multi-pass method when moving from threshold cells to sigmoid cells. For four of the eight domains a substantial decrease in connections is due to the change in transfer function. This behaviour cannot be observed for the single-pass approach. To summarize the results found, it is clear (at least from the domains studied here) that multi-pass pruning can be a very effective tool in pruning networks locally during the network conshvction phase. Its time complexity was shown to be at least equivalent to that of modified OBD, even though the actual run time was substantially lower for the multi-pass algorithm. Both findings should be interpreted as positive signs for continued usage of the multi-pass method. -Its versatility allows it to be incorporated into many other approaches that automatically construct networks.
Summary
This paper presented two new approaches to network pruning for learning systems which develop their own network architecture dependent on the set of pauems presented for training. The divide and conquer technique was chosen as one possible network growing approach for which these pruning methods can be utilized. Other dynamic network configuring algorithms such as 11, 2, 6, 8, 13, 191 can be modified to incorporate the pruning algorithms described herein. Pruning is important for network growing algorithms for three reasons: (i) Reduction in overall network complexity and cell fan-in.
(ii) Generalization can improve classification accuracy.
(iii) First step towards knowledge extraction.
It was also pointed out how local pruning can be more advantageous than global pruning methods. Here local refers to single feature pruning which occurs hand in hand with the network construction algorithm. Global methods on the other hand require an initial network structure to be created, which is trained before pruning is applied. Two directly related advantages can be identified: lead to quicker overall solutions for a correct network architecture.
Three methods were presented single-and multi-pass pruning are new approaches, whereas the third approach is a modification of the Optimal Brain Damage algorithm. In single-pass pruning, two sets of inhibitov and excitatory connections are used to minimize the number of connections required for a given feature (cell) for one training paftem at a time. Connections which are not required by all training patterns are deemed unimportant and removed. The time complexity of this approach is linear in the number of training patterns and of order K * log(K) for the number of incoming connections to a feature. The multi-pass pruning algorithm is a bottom-up approach. Instead of removing connections (topdown approach) connections are returned one at a time depending on their overall quality in minimizing the error between current cell activation and desired output for a set of training pattems. Connections are returned in this manner, until all patterns are correctly recognized by the feature. The time complexity of this approach is linear in the number of pattems and quadratic in the number of incoming connections (assuming worst case scenario). In general, this approach is simpler than the single-pass and the modified OBD method due to the fact, that no sorting of either connections or saliencies of connections is required. This allows for a simpler hardware implementation in the future. The empirical results strongly suggest that the multi-pass approach is well suited for network growing algorithms compared to the other two methods. Higher rates in connection savings-especially for problems of high dimensionality-paired with significantly faster execution times, make it a worthwhile candidate for this type of network pruning. Based on the obtained positive results, it is advisable to further study its performance on real world applications and in conjunction with other network growing algorithms.
